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TRVE 10-3-3 

Confirmation of conformity for the construction 
of a strong room in cast in situ construction 
according to TRVE10-3 
 
Manufacturer 
(construction 
company) 

 

Address  

 

Contact Name:  Phone.:  E-mail:  

Client  

Address  

 

Contact Name:  Phone.:  E-mail:  

Users of the room  

Location, risk 
address 

 

 

VSÖ security 
class 

 VSÖ EN 3   VSÖ EN 4   VSÖ EN 5   

 VSÖ EN 6   VSÖ EN 7   VSÖ EN 8  

 VSÖ EN 9   VSÖ EN 10  VSÖ EN 11  

 VSÖ EN 12  VSÖ EN 13 

Enclosures and 
references 

  Site plan (PDF) *)  Plan number: …………………… 

  Reinforcement plan (PDF) *) Plan number:  ………………….. 

 The concrete for the value protection room was: 

 Locally made    ready mix concrete   

 Concrete sort: ………. 

 Ø Results of the pressure tests according to ONR 23303 **): 

 N/mm² 

  Pressure tests reports*) – quantity: …… (1 per 10m³, at least. 2) 

  Purchase orders/delivery notes ready-mixed concrete*) 

  Order/delivery note CD reinforcements*) 

*)     Documents are attached to the declaration of conformity (PDF) 

 **)   The test certificates (test reports) must be drawn up by a laboratory authorised for the testing of 
building materials or an accredited testing institute.  
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Embedding the strongroom door in concrete 

 The undersigned confirms and warrants that the strongroom door has been embedded 
with concrete of the same type of concrete as the rest of the strong room (TRVE 10-3 pt. 
7) 

 
 The strongroom door was not embedded with the same type of concrete as the rest of 

the strong room, but:  
          The security door was concreted as follows: 
 
 
 
 

Closure of the temporary transport opening, if available 

 The undersigned confirms and warrants that the transport opening has been closed with 
reinforcement grids according to TRVE 10-3 pt. 5 and concrete of the same type of 
concrete as the rest of the strong room (TRVE 10-3 pt. 8) 

 
     The transport opening was not closed like the rest of the strong room:  

         The transport opening was closed as follows: 
 
 
 
 

Strong room 

 The undersigned confirms and warrants that the reinforcements, wall thickness and 
concrete quality of all barrier walls, floor and ceiling meet at least the requirements of 
TRVE 10-3 pt. 5. 

 
 The undersigned confirms and warrants that system-related openings (ventilations, cable 

ducts) comply with the requirements of TRVE 10-3 pt. 9. 
 

 Existing components for wall thickness reduction according to TRVE 10-3 pt. 6 were 
taken into account. 

 
      Weakening of the value protection walls (EMA installations, expansion joints, water 

barriers) were carried out according to TRVE 10-3 pt. 10. 
 

      The constructed value protection room has the following deviations from the 
requirements of TRVE 10-3: 

 
 
 
 
 
The installation of the door is not the subject of this declaration! 

 
 
 

Place/ Date:   .....................................  Signature (official) ......................................... 
 

 


